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MAGNITSKY LAWS AND SANCTIONS SERIES, NO. 2 | MARCH 27, 2018 | BY HDEEL ABDELHADY  

From Sergei Magnitsky to Global Magnitsky: United States Asserts 

Universal Jurisdiction Over Corruption and Human Rights Abuses 

Global Magnitsky Sanctions Export Human Rights Framework of the Sergei Magnitsky Act Globally, 

Assert U.S. Universal Jurisdiction Over the Corrupt Acts and Human Rights Abuses They Target, and 

Impose Financial and Immigration Sanctions   

Legal Pillars of the Global Magnitsky Sanctions Framework  

O  De e e  , , the U.S. P eside t issued E e uti e O de   Blo ki g the P ope t  of 
Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse and Corruptio .  1 The O de  de la es a ational 

e e ge  ith espe t to se ious human rights  abuses and a broad range of corrupt acts that 

th eate  the sta ilit  of i te atio al politi al a d e o o i  s ste s  a d o stitute a  u usual 
an extraordinary threat to the national security, foreign policy, and economy of the United 

States. 2  

EO 13818 in substantial part implements the Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act 

Global Magnitsky Act , a  la  that autho izes the P eside t to freeze certain property and 

est i t the e t  i to the U ited States of fo eig  pe so s  that the P eside t dete i es, ased 
o  edi le e ide e,  a e espo si le fo  ertain corrupt acts and human rights abuses committed 

wholly or substantially outside of the U ited States the Global Magnitsky Sanctions .3  

The Glo al Mag itsky A t’s default positio  is the applicability of U.S. 

sanctions in response to acts wholly or substantially occurring outside of the 

United States.    

The Global Magnitsky Act Has its Roots in the Sergei Magnitsky Act of 2012   

The Global Magnitsky Act builds and expands on the Sergei Magnitsky Rule of Law Accountability 

A t of  the Sergei Magnitsky Act .4 The Sergei Magnitsky Act requires the President to 

ide tif  a d i pose sa tio s o  pe so s that the P eside t dete i es, ased o  edi le 
i fo atio ,  to e espo si le fo  the dete tio , a use, o  death  of Russia  la e  a d 
whistleblower Sergei Magnitsky, who in 2009 died in prison in Russia after publicly accusing 

Russian government entities and officials of corruption and other wrongs.5 The Sergei Magnitsky 

Act addresses corruption indirectly, such as by identifying ways in which corruption impedes 

human rights protections and permits hu a  ights a uses agai st i di iduals seeki g to e pose 
illegal activities  by government officials.6 

The Global Magnitsky Act Exports the Human Rights Framework of the Sergei 

Magnitsky Act Globally  

As the above description indicates, the Sergei Magnitsky Act targets persons and places tied to 

specific events that occurred in one country.7 Moreover, the Sergei Magnitsky Act can be read to 
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have been adopted or operate as an alternative or last recourse for justice and accountability, 

following Co g ess’ fi di gs that the e as a de ial of a  justi e o  legal e edies  to M . 
Mag itsk   all state odies of the Russia  Fede atio  a d i pu it  si e his death of state 
offi ials. 8  

In contrast, the Global Magnitsky Act contains no analogous Congressional findings, nor does it 

expressly state or imply that it is a last or alternative resort where adequate legal processes to 

adjudicate corruption or human rights abuses are unavailable in foreign countries where relevant 

events took place or parties are located, or before foreign tribunals to which relevant states have 

submitted to jurisdiction. I stead, the Glo al Mag itsk  A t’s default positio  is the applicability of 

U.S. sanctions (suppo ted  edi le e ide e  without the requirement of a jurisdictional nexus 

with the United States.9 Accordingly, the Global Magnitsky Act asserts U.S. universal jurisdiction 

over the corrupt acts and human rights abuses it targets. EO 13818 goes much further, as discussed 

in detail in forthcoming installments of this MassPoint series. 

For hu a  rights a uses a d orrupt a ts, the Glo al Mag itsky A t a d EO 
13818 authorize fi a ial a d i igratio  sa tio s.  

Sanctions for Covered Human Rights Abuses and Corrupt Acts, Civil and Criminal 

Penalties for Sanctions Violations  

For human rights abuses and corrupt acts, the Global Magnitsky Act and EO 13818 authorize 

financial and immigration sanctions. The Global Magnitsky Sanctions largely target foreign 

government officials and private parties (natural and legal). However, some U.S. persons are 

fo eig  pe so s  u de  the Glo al Mag itsk  A t a d ha e sa tio s e posu e i  o e tio  ith 
certain corrupt acts and human rights abuses. Moreover, all U.S. persons, like their foreign 

counterparts, are sanctionable for providing material and other support to certain conduct and 

persons. U.S. and foreign persons also face civil and criminal penalties for violating or evading 

sanctions. 

The fi a ial penalties imposed by the Global Magnitsky Sanctions are 

powerful, as they effectively cut off sanctioned persons from the U.S. financial 

syste  a d, su sta tially, U.S. dollar tra sa tio s.  

Financial Sanctions: Blocking of Property and Prohibition of Transactions with or for the 

Benefit of Blocked Persons  

Financial sanctions entail the lo ki g  o  f eezi g of the p ope t  o  i te ests i  p ope t  of 
sanctioned persons that is in or comes within the United States or the possession or control of a 

U.S. person, including U.S. banks and their foreign branches, U.S. branches of foreign bank and U.S. 

usi esses a d i di iduals. The p ope t  of a lo ked  pe so  a Specially Designated National  
o  SDN  ust e f oze  and may not, without approval, be transferred or otherwise transacted 

in. The i te ests i  p ope t  of a lo ked pe so  is p ope t  o ed % o  o e, di e tl  o  
indirectly, by one or more blocked persons individually or in the aggregate.10 Entities that are 

owned 50% or more by one or more blocked persons are also blocked, pursuant to the Treasury 

Department Offi e of Fo eig  Assets Co t ol’s % Rule. 11  

In addition, EO 13818 prohibits transactions with or for the benefit of sanctioned parties, 

spe ifi all   the aki g of a  o t i utio  o  p o isio  of fu ds, goods, o  se i es , o  to, o  

Read the first part 

of the series here.  
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fo  the e efit of a  . . . [ lo ked pe so ]  a d  the receipt of any contribution or provision of 

fu ds, goods, o  se i es f o  a  su h pe so . 12  

U.S. Financial Sanctions Are Independently and Comparatively Powerful  

The financial penalties imposed by the Global Magnitsky Sanctions (and other U.S. sanctions 

programs) are powerful, as they effectively cut off sanctioned persons from the U.S. financial 

system and, substantially, U.S. dollar transactions. Given the size and centrality of the U.S. financial 

system to international commerce and payments, persons without access to U.S. banks and other 

constituent parts of the U.S. financial system are largely shut out of the international financial 

system (this assumes, of course, effective enforcement and compliance by U.S. authorities, banks 

and international financial system participants).13  

Put in context, the U ited States’ Glo al Mag itsk  A t a d sa tio s p og a  a e singular in their 

force. Other countries have adopted versions of a Magnitsky Act (including Canada, which has 

imposed sanctions under its law), but none of these other Magnitsky frameworks rival the potential 

s eep a d i pa t of the U ited States’ Mag itsk  f a e o k.14  

Immigration Sanctions  

The Global Magnitsky Act and EO 13818 impose immigration sanctions that prohibit sanctioned 

persons from immigrant and non-immigrant entry into the United States.15 The Global Magnitsky 

Act excepts from immigration sanctions persons whose admission to the United States would 

fu the  i po ta t la  e fo e e t o je ti es  o  is e essa  to pe it  the U ited States to 
comply with obligations vis-à-vis the United Nations.16 EO 13818 contains no such exception. 

It re ai s to e see  how the urre t Ad i istratio  will e for e the Glo al 
Magnitsky Sanctions. For now, their existence alone is a powerful weapon in 

the Ad i istratio ’s arse al, a reality that should e taken seriously—and for 

different purposes—by a wide range of foreign government and private 

parties.  

Civil and Criminal Penalties for Sanctions Evasion and Violations or Conspiracies to Violate 

Financial Sanctions  

EO 13818 prohibits t a sa tio s that, i  effe t o  pu pose, e ade o  a oid[]  o  iolate[]  the 
financial sanctions provisions, as well as conspiracies to iolate a  of the [ lo ki g] p ohi itio s 
set fo th i  the O de .17   

In addition, the Global Magnitsky Act provides that persons who violate or attempt or conspire to 

iolate sa tio s autho ized  the A t, o  pe so s ho ause[] a iolatio  of sa tions, are 

subject to civil and criminal penalties pursuant to the IEEPA.18 Civil penalties under the IEEPA are  

up to $250,000 or twice the amount of a transaction that was the source of a violation.19 The 

IEEPA’s i i al pe alties atta h to illful iolations and attempts or conspiracies to violate a 

relevant sanctions program, as well as the willful aiding or abetting of such acts, punishable by 

fines of up to $1,000,000 and/or imprisonment for up to 20 years.20 

Key Takeaways 

The Global Magnitsky Sanctions are extraordinary for their scope and reach. They embody an 

unabashed assertion by the United States of universal sanctions jurisdiction over the corruption 

Read the first part 

of the series here.  
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and human rights abuses they target. Particularly with respect to corruption, the Global Magnitsky 

Sanctions are a departure from U.S. and foreign anti-corruption laws, as well as international 

frameworks, that defer to national authorities to punish their own government officials for bribery 

and other corrupt acts. The Global Magnitsky Sanctions are also notable for their broad definition 

of corruption, which covers not just bribery, but also the expropriation of private assets for 

personal gain and corruption in government contracting. These corruption-related aspects of the 

Global Magnitsky Sanctions are discussed in a forthcoming installment of this MassPoint series 

As stated in the first part of this MassPoint series, any number of foreign government officials and 

private parties could conceivably find themselves on the wrong side of the Global Magnitsky 

Sanctions, particularly for corrupt acts. It remains to be seen how the current Administration will 

enforce the Global Magnitsky Sanctions. For now, their existence alone is a powerful weapon in the 

Ad i ist atio ’s a se al, a reality that should be taken seriously—and for different purposes—by a 

wide range of foreign government and private parties, from human rights and anti-corruption 

campaigners to government institutions and state-owned enterprises to banks or other financial 

institutions that do business with or on behalf of foreign government officials or entities.  

 

Notes  
1 E e . O de  No. , , Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or Corruption, 

 Fed. Reg. ,  De . ,  [ EO 13818  o  the Order ]. The Order took effect on December 21, 2017. Id. 

at § 12. 

2 EO 13818, preamble. The President declared a national emergency and invoked powers pursuant to the 

International Emergency Economic Powers Act, 50 U.S.C. § 1701 (IEEPA), even though the Global Magnitsky Act 

does not require such a declaration to impose sanctions. Pub. Law No. 114-328, § B  stati g that the 
requirements of section 202 of the . . . [IEEPA] . . . shall not apply for the purposes of . . . [the imposition of 

sa tio s].  The P eside t’s de la atio  u de  the IEEPA of a atio al e e gency provides the legal authority 

needed to support the many provisions of EO 13818 that exceed the scope of the Global Magnitsky Act.  

3 Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act, Subtitle F of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 

Year 2017, Pub. Law No. 114-328, §§1262-65 at § 1263, codified at 22 U.S.C. 2656 note (Dec. 23, 2016).    

4 Sergei Magnitsky Rule of Law Accountability Act of 2012 (Title IV of Russia and Moldova Jackson-Vanik Repeal and 

Sergei Magnitsky Rule of Law Accountability Act of 2012, Pub. Law No. 112-208, 126 Stat. 1502 (codified at 22 U.S.C. 

§ 5811 note)).  

                                                             

This publication is the second installment in a MassPoint PLLC series on the Global 

Magnitsky Act and Sanctions; the first in the series is available here. Future 

installments will discuss, among other topics, details of the key legal authorities for 

the Sanctions—the Global Magnitsky Act and Executive Order 13818—as well as the 

substantial differences between them (hint: EO 13818 significantly expands the 

scope and reach of U.S. sanctions). For more information about the series or 

MassPoi t’s othe  pu li atio s or services, please contact the author, Hdeel 

Abdelhady, at habdelhady@masspointpllc.com or +1-202-630-2512.  

http://www.masspointpllc.com/
https://masspointpllc.com/u-s-global-magnitsky-sanctions-corruption-humanrights/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/
https://masspointpllc.com/global-magnitsky-sanctions-a-powerful-legal-weapon-against-corruption-and-human-rights-abuse/
mailto:habdelhady@masspointpllc.com
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5 Id. at § 402(a)(7)-(10) (outlining Co g ess’ fi di gs a d se se as to the politi all  oti ated . . . pe se utio  of 
Se gei Mag itsk  a d su se ue t i pu it  [of certain Russian state officials] for their involvement in corruption 

a d the a i g out of his ep essi e pe se utio .      

6 Id. at § 404(a)(2)(A) (with respect to Mr. Magnitsky) and § 402(a)(4), (a)(9) and (a)(12) (generally).  

7 A subsequently enacted law targets foreign corruption and human rights abuses, but in particular jurisdictions.  

The Countering A e i a’s Ad e sa ies Th ough Sa tio s A t, Pu . Law No. 115-44, 131 Stat 886 (August 2, 2017) 

provides for, inter alia: the imposition of sanctions on, among others, persons responsible for or complicit in 

sig ifi a t o uptio  i  the Russia  Fede ation, Pub. Law No. 115-44, § 227, against persons engaged in certain 

human rights abuses in Iran (Pub. Law No. 115-44, Title II, Cou te i g I a ’s Desta ilizi g A ti ities A t of  at § 
106)) and North Korea (Pub. Law No. 115-44, Title III, Korean Interdiction and Modernization of Sanctions Act, §§ 

321-322). 
8 Sergei Magnitsky Act, Pub. Law No. 112-208, § 402(a)(10).  

9 It is only after sanctions have been imposed that the Global Magnitsky Act considers whether justice has been 

administered as it authorizes the P eside t to te i ate the appli atio  of sa tio s  if he o  she  dete i es that 
a sa tio ed pe so  has ee  p ose uted app op iatel  o  edi l  de o st ated a sig ifi a t ha ge i  
behavior, has paid an appropriate consequence . . . and has credibly committed to not engage in  . . . [a sanctionable 

a ti it ] i  the futu e.  Global Magnitsky Act, Pub. Law No. 114-328, § 1263(g)(2)-(3) (providing also at § 1263(g) 

that the President must report the termination of sanctions to the appropriate congressional committees at least 15 

days before such termination).   

10 I te ests i  p ope t  efe s to p ope t  that is di e tl  o  i di e tl  o ed % o  o e  o e o  o e lo ked 
persons. U.S. Department of the Treasury, Revised Guidance on Entities Owned by Persons Whose Property and 

Interests in Property Are Blocked, August 13, 2014. See also OFAC, Entities Owned by Persons Whose Property and 

Interest in Property are Blocked (50% Rule) [ OFAC 50% Rule Guidance ]. For a discussion of the 50% rule and 

related due diligence (sanctions screening) practices, see, e.g., Hdeel Abdelhady, United States Adds Russian Direct 

Investment Fund, Other Russian Financial Services Actors to Sectoral Sanctions List, MassPoint PLLC, Aug. 7, 2015. 

11 See, e.g., OFAC 50% Rule Guidance.  

12 EO 13818, § 4.  

13 For a discussion of how the international strength of the U.S. financial system and dollar play a role in extending 

the global reach of U.S. law, see Hdeel Abdelhady, Emerging Trade and Finance Channels Led by Non-Western 

Nations Could Curtail the Global Reach of U.S. Law, MassPoint PLLC, June 11, 2015 (discussing the relationship 

between U.S. financial system and dollar strength and the extraterritorial reach of U.S. sanctions and other laws).  

14 See, e.g., Michelle Zilio, Canada sanctions 52 human-rights violators under new Magnitsky law, The Globe and 

Mail, Nov. 3, 2017.   
15 The Global Magnitsky Act excepts from immigration sanctions persons whose admission to the United States 

ould fu the  i po ta t la  e fo e e t o je ti es  o  is e essa  to pe it  the U ited States to o pl  ith 
obligations vis-à-vis the United Nations. Pub. Law No. 114-328, §1263(e). 

16 Id. at §1263(e). 

17 EO 13818, § 5. 

18 Global Magnitsky Act, Pub. Law No. 114-328, § 1263(f) (incorporating the penalties of the IEEPA, 50 U.S.C. § 

1705). Fo  ief a kg ou d o  the IEEPA’s broader role in the Global Magnitsky Sanctions and a full citation, see 

note 2 above. 

19 IEEPA, 50 U.S.C. § 1705(b). 

20 Id. at § 1705(c). 
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